
Being a Supply Chain Heretic / WA AGM 
Fixing the biggest problem in supply chain 

Wednesday 16 November 2016

REGISTER ONLINE NOW

Presenter
Mark has spent the past 30 years working in the end to end Supply Chain Profession. His first 
15 years was spent in the UK working for a major 3PL running distribution centres for Tesco, 
Sainsbury, Marks & Spencers.  This was followed by stints in both Africa and mainland Europe. 
Recognising that Supply Chain expertise was transportable Mark took up a position for DairyFarm 
based in Hong Kong. His Asian experience included the design and development of a centralised 
distribution model operating on the 7th floor of the ATL logistics centre in Kwai Chong. This 
challenge was further enhanced with the introduction of X- Docking and flowthrough (pick-to-
zero) to both the retailers and suppliers.

Mark was enticed to Perth in 1997 by Metcash (formerly FAL) to lead their distribution operations and be a change 
leader. After successfully leading the business through transformational change Mark spent time in the pharma and 
home furnishings industries before settling as the CEO of Centurion Transport. Part of the CFC Group, Centurion is one 
of the largest privately owned 3PL organisations in Australia. Mark’s brief was to grow the business through broadening 
the service offering and increasing the profitability of the company.  Over a period of 8 years the business grew 
substantially and the perception of Centurion in the market place changed from that of a family transport business to 
a true 3PL capable of competing with national competitors. Mark is now a Director of Supply Chain Services Australia 
(SCSA) which is helping business through the current challenges and preparing them for the future.

While certain sectors struggle to see the value in shared data information around planning, early-on-boarders are 
creating a competitive advantage. As the next generation of leaders enter our environment and continue to push the 
digital envelope, what is clear is Supply Chain Disruption is coming. As we move to a future where data is becoming 
more democratised and ecosystems are the norm, change is inevitable.

In 2014 Mark Doig took up a new role to lead a start-up digital disruption business. He set up a skunkworks in Spacecubed 
and set about shaping the path for the E2E Supply Chain of the future.  Utilising unique data scientist skill sets to 
analyse big data he set out to identify how it would be possible to share data between all users of the supply chain i.e. 
how value can be extracted through sharing of base data.  This presentation will share some of the lessons learned 
about a start-up digital disruption business in the Supply Chain and how as an industry we can prepare ourselves for 
what is coming. Included will be an insight into a major case study into lost opportunities caused by data stovepipes.

Registrations close:  10 November 2016

When:  Wednesday 16 November 2016 
Cost:  SCLAA members $ 20.00
            Affiliates (CILTA, CIPSA, AIP, apicsAU) $ 30.00
 Non-members $ 40.00
Time:  7.00 am to 9.00 am 
Venue:  State Tennis Centre, Victoria Park Drive, 
 BURSWOOD  WA  6100

https://scalaoal.wildapricot.org/widget/event-2359288/Registration

